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yes. the bose portablesmart speaker lets you control compatible devices and access your favorite music and content through your phone, tablet, or computer using a wi-fi connection. you can also use your mobile device to browse music, podcasts, audiobooks, and more from the bose portablesmart speaker's
connected streaming services, such as spotify, apple music, and amazon prime music. the bose portablesmart speaker uses bluetooth 4.2 to connect to compatible devices. it's also compatible with the apple homepod and the sonos play:3 as well as a limited number of select amazon echo devices. you can

also use the bose portablesmart speaker to use your own bluetooth-enabled devices such as speakers, headphones, and fitness trackers. you can also use the bose portablesmart speaker to control compatible devices and access your favorite music and content through your phone, tablet, or computer using a
wi-fi connection. if you're listening to music or audiobooks through your bluetooth-enabled mobile device, you may experience battery life issues when using the bose portablesmart speaker. this can be fixed by turning off "bluetooth and wi-fi" in your device's settings. the bose portablesmart speaker can also
interfere with some bluetooth-enabled mobile devices. this can be fixed by turning off "bluetooth" in your device's settings. yes. the bose portablesmart speaker allows you to listen to audio from mobile devices like your phone, tablet, or laptop. you can also use the bose portablesmart speaker to use your own

bluetooth-enabled devices such as speakers, headphones, and fitness trackers. you can also use the bose portablesmart speaker to control compatible devices and access your favorite music and content through your phone, tablet, or computer using a wi-fi connection. the bose portablesmart speaker does
not have a built-in speaker and does not have a phone jack.
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the bose portablesmart speaker can be connected to up to eight bluetooth-enabled audio devices simultaneously. when connected to more than one device, its bluetooth capabilities can be used to establish another connection between any of the bluetooth-enabled devices connected to the speaker. however,
you cannot share a single spotify account across multiple devices with the bose portablesmart speaker. you can use the bose music app to share a single music library with a single speaker, but the speaker cannot be used to play music from a different service than the one used by the bose music app. when
using the bose portablesmart speaker with google assistant, amazon alexa, or the bose music app, you can use the microphone to tell the speaker to do things for you. these commands are not pre-programmed and are not stored; they are triggered by you using the microphone to make a voice command.

when the microphone is engaged, the speaker can't perform actions such as control the lights, adjust the thermostat, or lock the doors. the microphone also cannot perform voice search on your behalf. in fact, if you were to search for a song using your voice, the bose portablesmart speaker would stop
playback. you can easily share your music with your family by placing the speaker in another room and allowing it to play over bluetooth to your mobile device or computer. you can also pair it with multiple devices using bluetooth, and you can connect it to streaming audio services like spotify connect. when
connected to bluetooth, the speaker is also available to your other devices through wireless networking. with your smartphone, tablet, or computer connected to the speaker, your phone, tablet, or computer can control the speaker through your wireless network connection. if the speaker is connected to your

wi-fi network, it can be controlled using your voice assistant (if available) or the bose music app on your smartphone, tablet, or computer. if you've got a tablet or computer and your smartphone, or vice versa, set up and use a shared library, you can play your favorite music across all of them. for example, you
can play your favorite song from your tablet on your phone, or play a spotify playlist on your phone and an amazon music playlist on your tablet. the bose portablesmart speaker can also be used to control and play the music from a bluetooth speaker or other bluetooth-enabled device (with the audio output

on the speaker powered off). 5ec8ef588b
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